On behalf of USNORTHCOM
Alaskan Command invites defense and security-minded senior leaders to
Arctic Senior Leader Summit 2021
Tabletop Exercise

Theme: “Arctic Vistas”: Understanding challenges, assessing risk, and creating opportunity through improving partnerships

A Virtual Tabletop Exercise for Military Service
Crisis Action Decision Makers on 11 March 2021

The Arctic Senior Leader 2021 Tabletop Exercise is aligned as a “day 2” event following ASLS21 to practically understand the theme of “Arctic Vistas: Understanding challenges, assessing risk, and improving partnerships” through a series of 3 fictitious, but plausibly realistic scenarios.

ASLS 21 Tabletop Exercise is scoped for senior leader level discussions and accordingly, is by design, a senior leader forum principally oriented to address decisions that military members need to make in a crisis event in support of civilian leadership.